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Avondale high school mascot

Each social connection persona 4 Golden includes a choice, but sun arcana s-link includes a choice right at the top of two characters: Yumi Ozawa of the drama club or Ayane Matsunaga of the Music Club. Whichever character you choose, each character has its own story and its own conversation
selection for each s-link rank, and we've received every response to quickly raise your rank to 10. If you need more help with the golden s-links of Dedikai Persona 4, check out our full P4G Social Link guide, which will help you with similar help for all characters in the game. Persona 4 Golden Sun Social
Link GuideMuch, such as Fellow Athletes (Strength) s-link, sun social link Yumi Ozawa or Ayane Matsunaga is a branching choice where you can get acquainted with one of the two characters, both with different conversation choices. This site is divided into two parts because of that half, which is the
Yumi social relationship and half of which is the Ayane social relationship. The guide still features all the social relationship ranks and conversation choices, presented as spoiler-free ways as possible, and also details how and when you can enter into a romantic lovers relationship between the two - or, in
fact, avoid it. The numbers in addition to each choice detail how many points you get towards ranking up the social link to the answer based on the amount you get if you have a Sun arcana Persona in your current stock, which will get you a points bonus. The points earned will be slightly less without it.
You can be time with Yumi and Ayane on Monday, Tuesday or Friday, but noy on rainy days. 1st place: To launch Social Link, whether it's Yumi (Drama) or Ayane (Music), you'll have to wait until April 25. On this day you will be able to join either the Drama Club or the Music Club at your school.
Depending on which club you choose, the conversations in each ranking will be different, even if you get to know both characters. We list below. If you need help choosing between Yumi and Ayane, check out our guide to choosing a club in school, including Music vs Drama. Yumi Ozawa (Drama Club) S-
Link Guide – SunHere has all the important conversation decisions about the relationship with Yumi, which she gets through to the Drama Club. Ad. Keep scrolling moreRank 1 &gt; 2: Choices that affect the relationship of this rank: The line started ... Then it went... ... But I want us to take it seriously, so
try, okay? I'll give you everything! +3 Rank 2 &gt; 3: Choices that affect the relationship of this rank: Huh ...? Oh, uh, i'm sorry. What do I do? Still... When did you get here?! Did you listen to me? Yumi trembles with rage... Rank 3 &gt; 4:Choices that affect the relationship of this rank: ... Was I wrong to say
that? No. +3 This Like you said. +2 ... anywhere but home. Something's wrong. +3 I'll help you. +2 Forget it That's it, okay? Can't I forget? +3 Okay. +3 Rank 4 &gt; 5: Choices that affect your relationship in this rank: Why are you...? Just passing by. +3 I was worried about you. +2 I'm hurt. +2 Rank 5 &gt;
6:Choices that affect your relationship in this rank: ... I just came from dad, that man's room... ... Why do I have to go through with this? Why me?! Ad. Keep scrolling through moreRank 6 &gt; 7:Choices that affect your relationship with this rank: ... He's so stupid. Rank 7 &gt; 8:Elections that affect the
relationship with this rank: We have ... Just a few things I don't understand. Gently encourage him. +3 Cry together. +3 Rank 8 &gt; 9:Choices that affect your relationship in yumi doesn't do good. Yumi seems to have been staggered by the tragedy. I'm good at something... But what kind of thing? Think
about it slowly. +3 You're always cheerful. +3 The things you can do. +3 Rank 9 &gt; 10:This rank is when you can give a romantic (lovers) relationship with yumi if you choose. Decisions that affect your relationship in this rank: I turn around, so if you want to reject me, leave the room. So I don't have to
see you leave... Give him a hug. [Lovers romantic relationship] Go away. - No, no, no When you max out the Sun Social Link's Yumi Ozawa, you get the annotated Script's most important item, which you can use to fuse your Persona Asura. Ayane Matsunaga (Music Club) S-Link Guide - SunRank 0 &gt;
1:Elections that affect the relationship in the ranking: Advertising. Can you scroll any further have questions? All the answers - the third choice requires courage. Cleanup looks like a big task for just one person... Help! (The stat description is raised) View. Rank 1 &gt; 2: Choices that affect your relationship
with this rank: I wish I had as much talent as you do. You have talent. +3 Effort is what matters. +2 (Understanding the stat required) Cleaning looks like a big task for just one person... Help me out. +3 (Understanding stat raised) Watch. +2 (Diligence stat raised) Rank 2 &gt; 3: Choices that affect the
relationship of this rank: I think I'll stay and practice. I've been gone so long, I haven't touched my trombone. Forget it today. +3 Do you want me to help you? +2 ... Not that I'm in on it, but still... Because there are a lot of other things I can do for the club. Schedule, accounting, cleaning... That's a great
attitude. +2 Rank 3 &gt; 4: Choices that affect the relationship of this rank: Shoot ... I still can't play the part I messed up last time. Why don't you give up? (Courage Level 3 required) I'd love to play outside, but I'd be embarrassed if I went alone... Do you want to help me? +3 (Comprehension required,
Expression raised) Ok, Me. +3 (Courage required, expression expression Rank 4 &gt; 5:Elections that affect the relationship of this rank: As the others leave, Ayane remains busy in his practice ... I can't... I can't do it... It's okay to screw it up. +3 (Understanding level 3 is necessary) Don't worry, you can
do it. (Expression stat raised) Rank 5 &gt; 6:Choices that affect the relationship in the ranking: Advertising. Scroll further This rank will automatically rise without further intervention. Rank 6 &gt; 7:Choices that affect the relationship of this rank: The other members will remain silent ... Stand up for Ayane.
(Highlighted expression) Ayane cries... Give him a hug. +3 Comfort him. (Highlighted expression) Rank 7 &gt; 8:This ranking is up when it comes to choosing whether or not you want to pursue a romantic lovers relationship with Ayane or not. Next ranks branch accordingly. Decisions that affect the
relationship of this rank: What to do ...? Reveal your feelings for him. [Lovers romantic relationship] Change the subject. - No, no, no rank 8 &gt; 9:This rank branches depending on whether you took the relationship branch or the friendship branch from the previous rank. We've organized it accordingly.
Decisions that affect the relationship in the rankings: Romance Path Choices: Ayane looks to the ground nervously. Do you want to come to my house? +3 (Courage stat required) want to go and have fun? +3 want to go grab some food? +3 Friendship Path Choices: Advertising. Keep scrolling moreRank
9 &gt; 10:This ranking of branches depending on whether you took the relationship branch or the friendship branch. Decisions that affect your relationship ranking: Romance Path Choices: Friendship Path Choices: If you max out the Sun Social Link with Ayane Matsunaga, you get the Handmade Ticket
key item that you can use to unite your Persona Asura. FlagView HistorySchool Clubs have various activities that can be performed after school to pass for some time in the day. Each club has its own function, meets dates, members, and even social links! Joining the club is easy. After April 19, go down
to the Faculty Office on the first floor of the Classroom building and talk to your home room teacher after school. There is also a sports club and a cultural club. Sports clubs include basketball and football. To get to sports clubs, leave the faculty office to your left and go through the emergency exit. Clubs
meet on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. But they don't see each other on rainy days. Both basketball and soccer clubs are opening the Strength Arcana Social Link. While the Basketball Club takes less time, the Soccer Club does not require any specific Rank to acquire three miss-able books.
These books count towards the Compulsive Reader trophy. Cultural clubs include the Drama Club or the Orchestra. Both are located on the lower floor of the training building. Mondays, Tuesdays and meet, even more It's raining. In the seats, you can talk to Yumi in the middle of the second floor of the
classroom, right in the middle of the stairs. Attending meetings increases his expression, which is a necessary trait to maximise the social connection to justice with Nanako Dojima. Both drama and band clubs will open the Sun Arcana Social Link: choosing Drama will give you access to Yumi Ozawa,
while the chosen Band will have Ayane Matsunaga as its representative. In this Persona 4 Golden Social Links Guide, we will guide you to creating Social Links in Persona 4 Golden. Persona 4 Golden is now available on PC in a surprise announcement and it brings each feature of the game to PC. If
you've played with the franchise before than you think, creating relationships with others is a vital feature of the game, and Persona 4 Golden 4 is no different. For this purpose, we have curated this Persona 4 Golden Social Links Guide, in which we tell you how to create social links with different
characters in the game. Social Links Guide - Persona 4 Golden Our Persona 4 Golden Social Links Guide details everything you need to know about creating social links in Persona 4 Golden. What are the social links persona 4 Golden Persona 4 Golden features a big and vibrant world full of different
characters. As you explore this world, you will meet tons of new people, and the game will provide you with a unique mechanic creating bonds with these people called social links. Although you can ignore these social links, but they are vital to the game because making these links stronger for certain
characters allows you to unlock more Personas, story details, in-game lore, and abilities. You need to interact with different characters at certain points of the game to create social links with them. After talking to them, you'll need to continue interacting with them and helping them in order to boost their
social links and eventually unlock the bonus. These social links are not only beneficial, but the whole party, so they are extremely useful for you to maintain in the game. Creating Social Links characters in Persona 4 Golden As there are many characters in the game, we have included in the table and how
to create social links with them. Character How to Create Social Link Adachi Find Adachi in June after 5 /13 and while chatting, use the option Hang out with Adachi Ai Ebihara to increase the strength of the level 4 and courage in level 3, and then look for Ai at school. You're going to have to miss classes
with him. Chie Satonaka Speak with Chie a 4/18 Dojima Speak with Dojima a 5/6 Eri Minami Start Work at the Day Care Center after 4/23 Fox Speak with Fox located at Tatsuhime Shrine after 6/8 Hisano Kuroda increase devil social link level 4 and then talk hisano all On Sunday the flood plains
investigation team complete Yukiko Castle kanji Tatsumi head of the school and talk to the girl next to the stairs before speaking to Kanji Margaret to increase her knowledge of the 3rd Floor. Margaret Marie Talk to her on 4/18 inside the Velvet Room Nanako Dojima Talk to Nanako at 5/3 Naoki Konishi to
increase her skills to level 3 and then talk to Naoki three times after 6/8. Naoto Shirogane increase his courage and knowledge to the maximum, then talk to the man in black after 10/21. When you're done, find Naoto at school. Rise Kujikawa Speak with Rise on 7/23 Sayoka Uehara Start work in the
hospital after 5/25 Seekers of Truth begins 12/3 Shu Nakajima Start working as a Tutor after 5/25 Teddie Talk To Teddie on 6/24 Yosuke Hanamura Talk Yosuke on 4/16 Yukiko Amagi Talk Yukiko 5/1 17 Club Unique Characters Ayane Matasunaga Join Band Club After 4/25 Daisuke Nagase Join Soccer
Club After 4/19 Kou Ichijo Join Basketball Club After 4/19 Yumi Ozawa Join Drama Club After 4/25 Check Out More Persona 4 Golden Guide Below: Boxed Lunch Guide All Classroom Answers Guide This Concludes With Persona 4 Golden Social Links Guide. If you want to add something to this guide,
feel free to use the comments section below. Atlus Persona 4 Golden Sega Sega
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